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From: Debbie DeValve
Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2020 4:43 PM
To: Meagan Werth Ranson
Subject: COVID TASK FORCE MEETING DEC.10
Meagan,
Please email this to Terry Reynolds and Caleb Cage for the Task Force Meeting tomorrow, please.
Thank you!

Mr. Reynolds,
I appreciate you listening to my public comment last week and reading my email that Meagan
forwarded to you.
I have two topics I would like to address with you- Directive 24 enforcement questions and Nevada
Businesses Legal Notice Packet
I still feel confused of how OSHA and the Business Licensing Department screen these businesses
that have received a Covid - related complaint regarding patrons not wearing a mask... as I've
copy/pasted Directive 24 exemption here:

Are there any exemptions to who should wear a face covering? Yes, Exemptions include persons:
o Who are 2 years of age and under, to avoid potential risk of suffocation.
o Who have a medical condition, whether it be mental health, disability, or other health reason
that prevents them from wearing a face covering. This includes people with any medical condition
for whom wearing a face covering can obstruct their breathing or who are unconscious,
incapacitated, or otherwise unable to remove a face covering without assistance.
From my own experiences with businesses in the Las Vegas area is that they don't even know what
Directive 24 is and what it says. Ultimately, they don't care because they would rather deny service
than take the chance of another patron reporting the business of a maskless customer to OSHA or
the business licensing department.

Can't there be some kind of system in place or is there? Do these inspectors ask the businesses if
their maskless patrons fall under Directive 24 exceptions?. But, then , of course , that gets into a
privacy issue for the patron.Is the business owner required to ask the patron if they are exempt, if
the patron doesn't volunteer the information? Shouldn't the business owner be able to assume the
patron cannot wear a mask if they walk in without one.
Why is all this stress and pressure put on the business owner? As I mentioned in the email , the
business owners have become an arm of the government whether they want to or not, which
technically is illegal. Also, if they are doing health screenings (temperature checks) they are now
practicing medicine without a license (NRS 630.400).
I looked up the NRS Code that OSHA is using for citations NRS 618.545(1)
The words that jumped out at me were , "expected to cause death, " imminence of danger", "serious
physical harm immediately" . What it seems to be describing here is something that you could drop
dead from as soon as, or soon after you made contact. This doesn't sound like a virus that has a 99%
survival rate.
But, yet this is what's being used to justify fining a business perhaps thousands of dollars. This
sounds illegal and OSHA needs to be held accountable.
NRS 618.545 Emergency orders of Administrator; injunctive relief.
1. The Administrator may issue an emergency order to restrain any conditions or practices in any place of
employment which are such that a danger exists which could reasonably be expected to cause death or serious
physical harm immediately or before the imminence of the danger can be eliminated through the other enforcement
procedures provided by this chapter. Any order issued under this section may require such steps to be taken as may
be necessary to avoid, correct or remove the imminent danger and prohibit the employment or presence of any
person in locations or under conditions where the imminent danger exists, except persons whose presence is
necessary to avoid, correct or remove the imminent danger or to maintain

I offer you the solution to the confusion;
To help educate businesses of public accommodation of what the laws are under the US
Constitution, NV Constitution, and the NRS codes , a colleague of mine, as well as through The
Healthy American . org, , have created a packet of information. We are in the process of figuring out
how to best distribute this material to Nevada businesses.. How can the Governor's mandates be
enforced if they are not in alignment with laws that are on the book? A Governor cannot make a
law. An emergency doesn't take away individual rights guaranteed by the US Constitution. "Even in a
pandemic the Constitution cannot be put away and forgotten" the Supreme Court majority recently
said in a court ruling.
I have attached the packet as a pdf. Please look them over. I hope they can even be incorporated
into your own training information to businesses.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.

Debbie DeValve

